


  

A
is for 

Artist- 
that's me!

B is for Best.

I WILL DO 
MY BEST.

I can color in the letters 
with my favorite colors.

I can draw a picture of myself.



  

C is for Color.

I can color in the crayons 
with the matching colors.



  

D is for Dots.

I can create a picture by 
making dots with markers, 

paint dotters or Q-tips.



I can draw a picture that shows an expression,
like happy, sad or angry.

I can draw forms.



  

G is for Glue.
I can practice using my glue  
to glue scraps of paper.

GlueWrite the word:





  

is for JewelryJ
Artists make jewelry.

   I can design a necklace, earrings 
                          or other jewelry.

Jewelry



K and 

  L
I can draw many types of 
Lines inside a Kite.

KIND
I CAN BE



  

is for Mask.M A mask can be a work of art.  
I can design a mask! 

N is for Neutral colors.
Neutral colors are browns, black, gray and white.  
I can identify the neutral colors.  

Color in the animals with neutral colors.

BLACK  BROWN  GRAY  WHITE



O
P



  

is for quilt.Q I can decorate a quilt
with designs and patterns.





I can draw triangles.T is for Triangles.



I can paint using a Variety of colors.



  

is for x-ray.X An x-ray is a photo of bones taken at 
the hospital or doctor's office. 

Learning to draw bones will help you 
learn to draw the human body.  

I can draw a skeleton.



I can draw zig-zag lines.



  

CREDITS
Thank you to the following people and companies for providing excellent graphics and clip art.

Scrappy Picture Frames and Edge it Borders from Graphics From the Pond http://frompond.blogspot.com
Worksheet Frames from the Rusty Owl

Emotions Clip Art from http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Rebekah-Brock
3-D Shape Clip Art from Teacher Laura

Happy Shapes by Crystal Dean
3-D Shape Clip Art from Digital Classroom Clip Art

x-ray photo by Nevit Dilmen via Creative Commons Attribution Share-Alike License
Cutie Sky Frames by Yans Factory

Art and Art Supplies Clip Art from Matthew Gallman Art
Umbrella from Blue Blossom Designs

Flowers by the Artventurous Life
Art Supplies Clip Art from Kate Hadfield Designs

ABC Dotted Font by Fun 4 Teachers
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